
Claudia is an Immigration Advisor and qualified Migration Agent at Migration Solutions, working closely with our
general skilled and family visa teams. When it comes to understanding different cultures, she is particularly
perceptive, developing trusted relationships. 

As one of our team of professional Migration Agents, Claudia is available to meet with clients, in our Adelaide
office or online, for initial consultations to discuss immigration options and eligibility requirements. Clients feel
comfortable in discussing their immigration goals; especially when it comes to discussing the range of skilled visa
pathways or reuniting families. 

Claudia assists clients with family-based visa applications, as well as general skilled migration, student and
temporary graduate visas, humanitarian visa applications and submissions to the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal. Having worked in migration law previously, combined with qualifications in international affairs, Claudia
has quickly become a valuable team member. 

In 2018, Claudia joined Migration Solutions to expand and complement our team of registered Migration Agents.
Her family are from Poland and, although she was born in Australia, she can speak, read and write fluent Polish,
which is helpful for many of our European clients.
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“I am so happy to share my experience with Migrations Solutions.
Migration agent, Claudia Zych, [has] gone above and beyond to get
the grant for my 491 visa application. My file was so complicated
and I was struggling from last 10 years and she handled the
situation exceptionally. I will recommend Migration Solutions to all
my friends 10 on 10 stars for wonderful staff and amazing service.”
Dhanashree
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